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The Fluidity of Truth
Erin Scherger, Herndon
As parents, we know truth changes. One minute, your toddler loves peas; the next,
they hate them. A well-loved story could have been demanded hundreds of times
when it’s suddenly discarded. One day, our pre-teens are best friends with the neighbor’s kids; the next, bitter rivals. Childhood is constantly evolving; so why do we
seem to expect there to be an ultimate correct answer for how to teach our children?
Gather a group of new homeschooling parents together, and inevitably there are
questions.
“What is the best way to teach my children math?”
“My kid is going to start high school; what subjects should I teach?”
“My child is 2 years old; what’s the best way to teach them to read?”
It is, of course, fine (even desirable) to ask for suggestions and advice; we provide
some in every issue of Voice magazine! The plethora of homeschool-related blogs,
methods, curricula, products, and information offers wonderful variety but can also
be overwhelming. It can be reassuring to learn other people’s experiences. But keep
in mind that what may work for your friends, your favorite conference speaker, or
that well-known homeschool blogger may not actually be effective for your child.
We may also believe that with experience, the answers become evident. Long-time
homeschoolers may simply turn to tried-and-true curricula and methods as they plan
their upcoming school year. But, just like that favorite toddler story, what worked for
us 10 years ago, five years ago, or even just last year may no longer be relevant.
Because of this variability, we are required to periodically
The shoe that put on objective glasses with which to examine our homeschools. But complicating the matter is the fact that our vision
fits one person is limited by the groups we’ve joined as well as by our individual experiences. What we believe (whether we’re aware
pinches another; of it or not) informs every choice we make. The community
with which we surround ourselves naturally confirms our
biases. It’s important to not give in to the pressure (subtle
there is no recipe own
or overt) from others in our groups and in our communities
to take a close look at our own unique situations without
for living that and
blinders.
Even if 99% of all homeschoolers love something (cursuits all cases. riculum,
method, product), your child may not. It doesn’t
make your child (or you) a failure at homeschooling; it simply
—Carl Jung means that your family’s truth is different. Friends and online
gurus may offer well-meaning advice, but it does not make
them experts on your family, your children, or your situation. The writers for Voice
are volunteers who hail from different parts of the commonwealth with different
approaches and beliefs about homeschooling. Not only do we hope that you find
community and encouragement within our pages, but perhaps novel points of view
to consider as well.
One article takes a critical look at homeschooling research and our tendencies to
look for scientific validation. One writer tackles the ever-popular question: “What
curriculum should I use to teach my preschooler?” Another encourages us to record
our homeschooling memories, not just for evidence of progress but because this time
with our children is worth preserving. We take a look at each stage of schooling;
you’ll see for yourself how considerations change for each of us! Even the governing
body of VaHomeschoolers does not stay static; read further to meet our new board
of directors and our new executive director. There are exciting changes afoot!
It’s time to get (not) back to school! We look forward to helping you acknowledge
the authenticity of your own ever-evolving truth.
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Erin Scherger is in her 15th year of a six-month homeschooling experiment. She lives in
Herndon with her homeschooled high-school-aged daughter, her husband, and her hamster.
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